Abstract-A decentralized formulation of the quickest change detection problem is studied, where the distributions of the observations at all of the sensors in the system change at the time of disruption, and the sensors communicate with a common fusion center. A Bayesian setting is considered in which a priori knowledge of the change time distribution is available. The observations are assumed to be independent from sensor to sensor, conditioned on the change hypothesis. An optimal solution to the problem is derived under a quasi-classical information structure, where each sensor retains only its messages from the past (restricted local memory), and receives feedback from the fusion center about the past messages of the other sensors (full feedback). A technique for implementation of the optimal solution is given, and the solution is extended to the situation where a priori change time distribution information is not available. The structure of the optimal solution is then used to arrive at a simple suboptimal policy that does not require any past message information. Numerical examples are given, which illustrate that the optimal solution offers little improvement over the suboptimal one, i.e., that feedback from the fusion center cannot be exploited to improve performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of detecting an abrupt change in a system based on stochastic observations of the system arises in a variety of applications including biomedical signal processing, quality control engineering, finance, link failure detection in communication networks, and channel monitoring for mobile wireless communication systems. The centralized version of this problem-where all the information about the change is available at a single location-is well-understood and has been solved under a variety of criteria since the seminal work by Page [1] . (See, e.g., [2] - [5] . For an overview of the work in this area, see [6] .) However, there are situations where the information available for decision making is decentralized.
As an example, consider the following change detection problem in an intelligent wireless sensor network. Information about the change is available through measurements taken at several wireless sensors in the network, and a central entity (fusion center) must detect the change as soon as possible based on these measurements. The sensors, being lower power wireless devices, are constrained to send messages belonging to a finite alphabet to the fusion center. An optimal solution to this quickest change detection problem is found by a joint (team) optimization of all the sensor functions and the fusion center policy.
The design of quickest change detection procedures usually involves optimizing the tradeoff between two kinds of performance measures, one being a measure of detection delay and other being the a measure of the frequency of false alarms. In the centralized case, there are two standard mathematical formulations for the optimum tradeoff problem. The first of these is a minimax formulation, due to Lorden [2] , in which the goal is to minimize the worst case delay subject to a lower bound Manuscript received August 31, 1999; revised October 12, 2000 . This work was supported by the Office of Naval Research under Grant N00014-97-1-0823. The material in this correspondence was presented in part at the IEEE International Symposium on Information Theory, Ulm, Germany, 1997.
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Communicated by U. Madhow, Associate Editor for Detection and Estimaion. Publisher Item Identifier S 0018-9448(01)02849-8. on the mean time between false alarms. The second is a Bayesian formulation, proposed by Shiryayev and Kolmogorov [7] , [5] in which the change point is assumed to have a geometric prior distribution, and the goal is to minimize the expected delay subject to an upper bound on false alarm probability. For decentralized change detection, we will see that the Bayesian formulation is preferable since it allows for a dynamic programming solution. Also, to our knowledge there does not seem to be an easy way to find an optimal solution for the minimax formulation. 1 As in the centralized case, we can obtain a useful non-Bayesian test by taking a limiting form of the Bayesian solution [9] . Various sensor configurations are possible for decentralized decision making [10] , [11] . We restrict our attention to the basic fusion configuration for decentralization, where a fusion center is responsible for making a final decision about the change. Consider a system with N sensors as shown in Fig. 1 . At time k, an observation X`; k is made at sensor S`. Further, based on the information available at S`at time k, a message U`; k , belonging to a finite alphabet of size D`, is formed and sent to the fusion center. We assume that two-way communication is possible between the sensors and the fusion center. In particular, at time k, the fusion center could possibly broadcast to each sensor all the sensor messages it received at time k 0 1. Based on the sequence of sensor messages, a decision about the change is made at the fusion center. It is assumed that the sensors stop taking observations as soon as the fusion center decides that the change has occurred.
Various information structures are possible for the decentralized configuration of Fig. 1 depending on how the feedback and local information is used at the sensors (see [12] , [13] ). We focus here on the special case of a system with full feedback and local memory restricted to past decisions, where the message U`; k formed by sensor S`at time k is a function of only its current observation X`; k and the past decisions of all the sensors (including itself), i.e., U`; k = `; k X`; k ; U 1; [1; k01] ; . . . ; U N; [1; k01] : (1) This information structure is said to be quasi-classical [14] , [15] and (as explained in [13] ) appears to be the only information structure that leads to a tractable detection problem.
Throughout this correspondence, we assume that the observations at each sensor are independent (conditioned on the change time), have a common probability density function (pdf) before the disruption, and a different common pdf from the time of disruption. Furthermore, we assume that the observations are independent from sensor to sensor, conditioned on the disruption time. While this independence assumption is somewhat restrictive, we believe it provides a reasonable starting point for the analysis of decentralized change detection problems.
After briefly describing the problem formulation in Section II, we develop an optimal solution for the information structure considered in this correspondence in Section III. We discuss techniques that facilitate implementation of this solution in Sections IV-A and IV-B. We also discuss how we might relax the geometric prior assumption on the change time in Section IV-C. In Section V, we develop a useful suboptimal solution that does not require any past message information. In Section VI, we give numerical results for several illustrative examples. A surprising finding in these results is that the optimal solution offers little improvement over the considerably simpler suboptimal solution.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
1) It is assumed that the change time 0 is geometrically distributed, i.e., Pf0 = 0g = and P(f0 = igjf0 > 0g) = (1 0 ) i01 :
The value of 0 for 0 accounts for the possibility that the disruption took place before the observations were made.
2) Conditioned on 0, the observation sequences fX 1; k g, fX 2; k g, . . ., fX N; k g are assumed to be mutually independent. Furthermore, it is assumed that the observations in a particular sequence, say fX`; k g, are independent conditioned on 0, have a common pdf f (`) 0 before the disruption, and common pdf f (`) 1 from the time of disruption.
3) The sensor messages U`; k 2 f0; 1 4) The quasi-classical information structure, specified in (1), is assumed. Thus, U`; k = `; k (X`; k ; I k01 ):
Note that `; k can be regarded as a quantizer of the observation X`; k that depends on I k01 , i.e.,
In our analysis, we will generally drop the "(I k01 )" to keep the notation from getting cumbersome, and it is implicitly assumed that `; k depends on I k01 . 5) The fusion center policy consists of selecting a stopping time at which time it is decided that the disruption has occurred. R(c) = P FA + cE DD = E f<0g + c( 0 0) +
where denotes the indicator function, and the constant c > 0 may be interpreted as the cost of each unit of delay. The Bayesian optimization problem can then be stated as minimize R(c) over all admissible choices of and f k g 1 k=1 : (4) The following alternative, and useful, expression for the Bayes risk of (3) can be derived using arguments similar to those given in [5, pp. 151-152] 
Pf0 kg :
Also, as in the centralized version of the change detection problem, the solution to the variational problem is easily obtained once the Bayes solution is found. In particular, we have the following result whose proof is nearly identical to the corresponding proof in the centralized case [5] .
Theorem 1: An optimal policy for the variational formulation is a Bayes policy for an appropriately chosen value of the tradeoff parameter c.
Our solution to (4) is based on dynamic programming (DP) [16] arguments. The logical steps involved are similar to those found in [12] , where a decentralized sequential detection problem is solved. This is to be expected since the quickest change detection and sequential detection problems are closely related [17] .
The general solution given in the following section is somewhat cumbersome; we refer the reader to a tutorial article on sequential decision fusion problems [13] , where the solution is presented for the special case of two sensors sending one bit at each time step to the fusion center (N = 2; D = 2).
III. BAYESIAN SOLUTION FOR THE QUASI-CLASSICAL INFORMATION STRUCTURE
In order to address the solution to the Bayes problem of (4), we first restrict the stopping time to a finite horizon, say the interval [0; T]
(we will remove this restriction in Section III-C). Since the Bayes risk R(c) of (5) is additive over time, minimization over the finite horizon can be done recursively using the following DP approach.
Since the decision about the change is made at the fusion center, the (minimum) expected cost-to-go at time k is a function of the information available for decision making at the fusion center at time k, i.e., I k . We denote this cost-to-go byJ
Based on (5) it is easy to show (see [16, p. 133 ] for a similar example) thatJ
and for 0 k T
with the understanding that I0 is the empty set. The first term in the outer minimum is the cost of stopping at time k and deciding that a change has taken place, and the second term is the cost continuing at time k. Note that the minimum expected cost for the finite horizon optimization problem is simplyJ T 0 .
A. The Structure of Optimal Sensor Quantizers
We will now establish that optimal sensor quantizers can be found within a structured class of functions admitting a finite-dimensional parameterization. This is the class of likelihood ratio quantizers defined below. Note that in the special case of binary sensor messages (D = 2), the LRQs in the above definition reduce to the standard binary likelihood ratio tests.
The LRQ structure of optimal sensor quantizers is established in the following theorem whose proof is given in the Appendix.
Theorem 2:
Optimal finite horizon sensor quantizers can be found in the class of LRQs with thresholds that depend on the past decision information.
In the special case of D`= 2, optimal sensor quantizers are described by
1; k . In general, the LRQ at time k at sensor S`is described in terms of D`0 1 thresholds as in Definition 1. We will see later in Section III-B1) that optimal sensors quantizers actually belong to the smaller set of MLRQs.
B. Sufficient Statistic for Dynamic Programming
In the following, we explore the DP solution of (6) and (7) further and show that they can be rewritten in terms of a one-dimensional sufficient statistic p k defined by p k = P(f0 kg jI k ):
We begin by obtaining a recursive equation for p k p k+1 = P(f0 k + 1g j I k+1 ) = P(f0 k + 1g j I k ; U U
where f above is used to denote the probability mass function (pmf) of U U U k+1 . Now, the terms in the numerator and denominator of (9) can be expanded as
and
Let X`denote a generic observation at S`, and let `(x`) 2 f0; 1; . . . ; D`0 1g. Now define the functions g and h as follows: From (9)- (14), it is clear that the following equation holds:
with p 0 = P(0 = 0) = .
Note that (15) is not necessarily a recursive equation, since k+1 depends on I k in general. However, we will establish in the following theorem that optimal k+1 depend on I k only through p k . Thus, (15) is indeed a recursion for p k if optimal sensor quantizers are used.
Theorem 3:
i) For each k; 0 k T , the functionJ T k (I k ) can be written as a function of only p k , say J T k (p k ).
ii) For each k; 0 k T 0 1, an optimal sensor quantizer at time k + 1 depends on I k only through p k .
Proof:
The proof is identical to that of [12, proof of Proposition 3].
Based on this result, the finite-horizon DP equations can be rewritten in terms of p k as follows:
and for k = 0; . . . ; T 0 1
Some useful properties of the functions J T k and A T k are given in the following lemma which is easily proven by simple induction arguments using (16) 
1) Optimal Finite-Horizon Quantizers:
We established earlier in this section that optimal finite-horizon sensor quantizers are LRQs with thresholds that depend on the past decision information. Theorem 3 further implies that the thresholds of the optimal LRQs depend on the I k only through p k . Now, a simple permutation argument can be used to argue that optimal sensor quantizers at time k + 1 can be found in the smaller class of MLRQs with thresholds that depend on p k . Thus, if we define the set 8 M to be the set of MLRQs, then A T k (p) of (18) can be written as 
C. Infinite-Horizon Optimization
As derived in [12] , it is easy to establish that
where the last equality follows from the fact that the geometric distribution of 0 is memoryless.
Taking limits as T ! 1 in (17) and (18), we get that the infinite horizon cost-to-go function J(p) satisfies the Bellman equation
where
Note that the minimum Bayes risk is simply J(). In addition, if J(p) is computed for all p, then the optimal policy of the fusion center can be obtained easily from the right-hand side of (20). However, it is possible to obtain the qualitative structure of the optimal fusion center policy without actually computing J(p). Using (20) and Lemma 2, it is easy to show that an optimal fusion center policy will have the threshold structure given in the following theorem.
Theorem 4:
An optimal fusion center policy has stopping time that is given by = inffk: p k > ag While Theorem 4 completes the solution to the Bayesian optimization problem of (4), the preceding analysis does not specify a clear "recipe" for computing the thresholds for the optimal sensor quantizers and the fusion center. In the following, we give a key result that facilitates the computation of these thresholds. 
Clearly, A J (p) of (21) 
From (20), it is clear that J is a fixed point of T . The following result is that this fixed point is unique. The proof is nearly identical to that of [12, Theorem 3] , and is hence omitted.
Theorem 5:
The infinite-horizon cost-to-go function J is the unique fixed point of T .
An important consequence of this result is that J(p) can be obtained by successive approximation. Indeed, we can show using a simple induction argument that T n+1 (p) T n (p), for each p 2 [0; 1], where (p) = 1 0 p. This means that T n converges monotonically to J as n ! 1. Theorem 5 also implies that a stationary set of sensor quantizers is optimal (also see [12] ).
IV. NUMERICAL COMPUTATION AND IMPLEMENTATION
In the following, we exploit the above two consequences of Theorem 5 to arrive at a recipe for numerical computation of the optimal solution.
A. Threshold Computation
Note that the stationary set of optimal quantizers are MLRQs. Let the thresholds for the MLRQ at sensor S`be denoted by (`) 
where X`denotes a generic observation at S`, and
Using the definitions of g and h given in (24) and (25), we can rewrite the mapping T of (23) as
where, for G 2 S,
To obtain J, we successively apply T to (p) = 1 0 p. 
B. Implementation of the Optimal Solution
To implement the optimal solution, both the sensors and the fusion center need to compute the sufficient statistic p k recursively. There is obviously a one time-step delay between the recursions at the sensors versus that at the fusion center. Using the new definitions of g and h given in (24) and (25), we can rewrite the recursion (15) 
where opt (p) is as specified in (28). Implementation of this recursion is facilitated by making the variable substitution
In particular, it is easy to show that
where L Ù is the likelihood ratio of the pmf induced on sensor decisions through the sensor quantizer, i.e.,
Also, as before, X`denotes a generic observation at S`, and
The sensor messages at time k are formed through MLRQs based on q k01 , i.e.,
Finally, the fusion center stopping time is given by
C. Relaxing the Geometric Prior Assumption
The Bayesian analysis of the preceding sections depended heavily on the assumption that the prior distribution of the change time was geometric. For the centralized change detection problem, it is known that in the absence of prior information, a useful test may be obtained from a limiting form of the Bayes solution, by letting and go to zero. This limiting form was first suggested by Girshick and Rubin [9] , and is sometimes referred to as the GRS (Girshick, Rubin, and Shiryayev) procedure.
For the decentralized change detection problem, there does not seem to be an obvious way to find the optimal solution (for both the sensor and fusion center decision rules) under Lorden's minimax criterion. As mentioned in Section I, a minimax solution was found in [8] , only under a restriction on the class on sensor functions. The Bayesian solution we have found can, of course, be applied to the situation where prior information is not available, in a similar fashion as in the centralized case. In particular, if we take limits in (32) as ; ! 0, in such a way that q 0 ! 0, then we get the following recursion for q k :
with q 0 = 0:
Also, the MLRQ thresholds at the sensors become independent of q k . In particular, from (34), we get for all q:
Finally, the fusion center stopping rule is as in the centralized GRS procedure, i.e.,
= inf fk: q k > Ag
where A is varied to the tradeoff E DD versus P FA .
V. CONSTANT-THRESHOLD SUBOPTIMAL POLICY
It is of interest to compare the performance of the optimal solution with that of a suboptimal policy that ignores all the past message infor-mation and simply uses MLRQs with constant thresholds at the sensors, i.e.,
The question then arises as to how these constant thresholds should be chosen. With the sensor thresholds fixed at , the fusion center faces a centralized change detection problem with independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) vector "observations" U U U k . The pmf induced on U`; k by the constant-threshold quantizer at S`is given by As we shall see in the numerical results given in the next section, for the centralized change detection problem, the slope of the tradeoff curve between ln PFA and EDD is roughly equal to the negative of the Kullback-Leibler (KL) "distance" between the distributions after and before the change. Hence, we should expect that the best tradeoff between PFA and EDD is obtained when D(f Let the observations at sensor S`have mean 0`b efore the disruption, and mean 1`a fter the disruption. Without loss of generality assume that 1`> 0`. Then the likelihood ratio at S`is given by
Note that the likelihood ratio is monotonically increasing in x.
Example 2: Assume that the sensor observations are Gaussian random variables with different means, but the same variance, before and after the disruption. Again, let the observations at sensor S`have mean 0`b efore the disruption, and mean 1`a fter the disruption, with 1`> 0`. Then the likelihood ratio at S`is given by
where 2 is the variance. Note that L`(x) is monotonically increasing in x in this example as well.
Since L`is monotonically increasing, we can characterize the sensor quantizers in terms of thresholds on the observations, rather than on their likelihood ratios. To further simplify the examples, we assume that the sensor messages are binary, i.e., D`= 2 for all`. Then the sensor quantizers reduce to binary likelihood ratio tests that are characterized by a single threshold, i.e.,
Furthermore, the functions g and h of (24) and (25) needed for the DP solution simplify to
10d :
Also, the equation for L Ù (see (33)) which is required in the recursions
opt (q=(1 + q)).
In optimizing the thresholds, we first consider the two sensor case (N = 2). Optimal sensor threshold functions ( (1) opt ; (2) opt ) are obtained by minimizing W G ( (1) ; (2) ; p) over ( (1) ; (2) ) 2 2 at each stage of the successive approximation procedure.
As a further simplification, we consider the symmetric situation where the sensors have identical statistics. Through numerical experimentation for a few test cases, it was found that the optimum thresholds were identical (functions of p) at the two sensors 2 for both examples. We hence simplify the optimization by setting It is interesting to note that the optimal sensor threshold functions are nonmonotonic. We also note that (`) opt (p) is discontinuous 3 for the Gaussian example. The general trend seems to be to progressively favor the change hypothesis as p increases toward a; however, there are abrupt "corrections" to this trend.
Note that Bayes cost corresponding to the optimal solution is given by J(). values thus obtained form a tradeoff curve for the optimal policy. We may compare different policies by plotting their tradeoff curves on the same plot. The three policies of interest are i) the optimal centralized policy; ii) the optimal solution; and iii) the suboptimal solution of Section V. The tradeoff curves for all three policies are ob- It is interesting to see that for the centralized policy, the plot of ln P FA and E DD is a straight line with slope that is approximately equal to
For the suboptimal policy, the tradeoff curve between ln P FA and E DD has slope that is roughly equal to The surprising observation in the performance comparison plots is that in all cases, the suboptimal policy and the optimal policy have roughly the same performance. These results indicate that a simple, constant threshold quantizer of the observations may work just as well as the optimal policy. In other words, each sensor may ignore all the past message information without loss of optimality.
VII. CONCLUSION
We studied a decentralized extension of the quickest change detection problem and showed that the problem was tractable under a quasi-classical information structure. In particular, we have given an explicit computational technique for an optimal solution for this case. We have also suggested a simplified implementation for this optimal solution. It is of interest to develop a better understanding of the nonmonotonic, discontinuous behavior of the optimum sensor threshold functions. It might be possible, for example, to find simple parametric models for these functions that would facilitate implementation of the optimal solution. Surprisingly, however, the numerical results indicate that it may not be necessary to go through the trouble of computing (and implementing) the optimal solution. In particular, using a simple constant threshold in place of the rather complicated optimal sensor threshold function does not seem to result in any performance loss in the examples we considered. We believe that the near optimality of the constant threshold policy may stem from our assumption that the sensor observations are independent, conditioned on the change point, but we have not been able to establish a rigorous result in this direction. It is also of interest to study systems in which the sensor observations are dependent, conditioned on the change point, to see if past message information is more useful in this scenario.
APPENDIX

Proof of Theorem 2:
From (7), by replacing k + 1 by k in the second minimum, it follows that optimal k minimize
where the expectation is taken with respect to the joint distribution of the random variables X 1; k ; X 2; k ; . . . ; X N; k conditioned on I k01 .
We will establish all person-by-person optimal (p.b.p.o.) solutions k , and hence the globally optimal solution, have the LRQ structure. To this end, we fix all the quantizers in the set k except `; k . To minimize R k with respect to `; k we write R k as R k = EJ where the inner expectation is with respect to (w.r.t.) the joint distribution of X 1; k ; . . . ; X`0 1; k ; X`+ 1; k ; . . . ; X N; k , conditioned on 0 and I k01 , and the outer expectation is w.r.t. the joint distribution of X`; k and 0, conditioned on I k01 . The conditioning w.r.t. X`; k is dropped in the inner expectation due to the independence of the sensor observations given 0. The result of the inner expectation is a function of I k01 , 0, and U`; k , say K (U`; k ; I k01 ; 0). Therefore, R k = E [K(U`; k ; I k01 ; 0)j I k01 ] = E 1 =0 K(U`; k ; I k01 ; ) P(f0 = g j I k01 ; X`; k ) I k01 :
Now, for k, an application of Bayes rule gives P(f0 = g j I k01 ; X`; k ) = P(f0 = g j I k01 )f (`) 1 (X`; k ) f I (X`; k j I k01 ) where f I (1 j I k01 ) denotes conditional pdf of X`; k given I k01 . Similarly, for > k P(f0 = g j I k01 ; X`; k ) = P (f0 = g j I k01 ) f (A1) From (A1), it is not difficult to see that ? ; k is an LRQ with thresholds that depend on I k01 , since it is written as a minimum of linear functions of the likelihood ratio. This completes the proof.
